Case #2: The “Bisco” Post
RTD invented and commercialized the fiber-reinforced endodontic post in 1989. By 1995,
dentists in many parts of the world were getting remarkable results placing the RTD Posts with
then-cutting-edge All-Bond 2, C&B Cement and Bis-Core-from Bisco Dental.
A deal was struck that Bisco
would import the RTD posts in
bulk, package them with the
Bisco chemical products, and redistribute in the US and
approximately 25 other
countries. This included most
South American countries.
This went fine for 5-7 years until
Bisco’s high-margin product line
expanded and the posts got “left
behind”, Bisco changed
distributors in many countries,
and the posts were
inadvertently de-prioritized.
The Dilemma:
RTD was leading the world in fiber posts innovations and sales, but most dentists in Latin
America believed that the posts were being made by Bisco
Neither Bisco nor its dealers were actively selling or promoting the posts
The advent of cheap fiber posts from Brazil, the value of the Euro, and the extra layer of markup and transportation priced the RTD posts out of reach for most dentists in LATAM
The Opportunity:
Remove the countries from Bisco’s distribution “territory”, and replace those dealers, thereby
selling directly into those countries.
Re-introduce the RTD name, and establish RTD ownership of the Post brands and technology
The Fix:
• RTD sent me to Mexico and seven Latin American countries, where I identified
importers/distributors, in Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay,
Chile and Peru. By negotiated agreement with Bisco, these countries were removed
from the Bisco territory, and would be sold directly from RTD, France
• I recruited and re-trained a network of dentist/academics on the RTD technology and
products, to support the dealers.
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I wrote and laid out a “Corporate Identity” booklet that described RTD’s technology and
took credit for the posts’ evolution. It was printed in English and Spanish (in Argentina),
and offered FREE in lots of 50 copies to the Latin American dealers willing to pay the
freight to their dealership. (link) The booklet featured clinical cases from Latin American
Dentists
I created a series of “Corporate Identity” advertisements, several of which ran in Dental
Tribune-Latin America; to let dentists know that RTD fiber technology-not Bisco- had
created this paradigm shift.
I wrote new product brochures IN SPANISH for DT Light-Post and, later, Macro-Lock Post
and Fibercone.
I created a “Speakers Bureau” of the clinicians and Professors that were experienced
and trained on RTD technology, and were renowned and/or influential in their part of
the world (LATAM). The “catalog” allowed the new importers/distributors to choose
from different Opinion Leaders to bring to their country to teach RTD products and
techniques in various seminar and workshop settings..

The Result:
With better distributors, lower retail pricing, educational | promotional support and my dealer
training programs, sales turned around.
RTD posts were co-merchandised with VOCO, Bisco, Ultradent, 3M and other cements and
composites, while some countries promoted the RTD SYSTEM intact.
Despite the introduction of other fiber posts, RTD was appropriately RE-positioned as “The
world-leader in fiber post technology”.

